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Date for the Magnet diary
Club Meeting Dates
April 30th

May 14th (DCC) & 21st
June 11th (DCC) & 25th
July 9th (DCC) & 23rd
Aug 6th (DCC) & 20th
Sept 10th (DCC) & 24th
Oct 8th (DCC) & 22nd/23rd Open
Weekend
Nov 12th (DCC)
& 26th
Dec 10th

April 30th/May 1st Bradford Show (Heworth)
June 11th WWG Convention Bentley (Edison
Court)
Sept 10th/11th TINGS (Edison Court)

Meeting Venue
Meetings are held (normally) on the fourth Saturday of every month but this can vary so please
check dates. All monthly meetings will be held at Heworth Community Centre, Stray Road,
Burnholme, York YO31 0HG (off A1079 within York Ring Road).
By bus from York station:

Using Coastline 840, 843 or 845 (Coast bound) leaving at c.7, 27 and 47 minutes past each
hour to Stockton Lane. Return from Stockton Lane at 06, 26 and 46 minutes past each hour.

Using First York Bus nr 13 to Stockton Lane (Junction Hempland Lane) leaving at 22 and 52
minutes past each hour. Return from Stockton Lane at 21 and 51 minutes past each hour.

Using First York Bus nr 11 to Applecroft Road/Stray Road (right outside Centre) leaving at 05
and 35 minutes past returning at 01 and 31 minutes past each hour until 6.00 pm.
From Stockton Road walk along Whitby Road (Medical Centre on left) follow road around to left
and then right into Applecroft Road. Community Centre is on the right just past Hempland
School.
Map and driving directions are available from Editor if required.
NB. YOU ARE ADVISED TO CHECK THESE ION ADVANCE from the Coastliner website
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EDITORIAL
Welcome to the April issue of MagNnet—time flies by…..just a plea for some articles, as I’ve none left in the locker
(unless I write them myself!), so I hope someone out there has got something???

NEWS


Layouts for May meeting DC : Guys Cuttings; DCC Freemo (DM) test JPs boards



Good luck to Mark, Neil and Co with Heworth Sidings at Bradford Show this weekend.



If you haven’t noticed there is now a Defibrillator in a box attached to the wall on the outside of the building.
We had an email from the Committee asking if we wanted any training—Neil has volunteered, and Steven &
Sandy already know how to use them, so this should cover most , if not all, meetings.



Message for Tony Harrison—could you please bring the static grass machine on Saturday



Two plugs for manufacturers we met last weekend:



Peter Harris runs N Scale kits—excellent US intermodal kits from various eras
http://www.nscalekits.co.uk/



Simon Ansell produces a very nice range of laser cut buildings (and he will quote you for any building you
might be interested in) (I've asked about the Great Central signal box at Thurlstone Crossing, so I’ll keep you
posted!)
http://www.nscalelaser.com/

DM

Notes of Meeting—Saturday February 27th
Meeting chaired by Steven Bateman and minutes taken by David Milburn 16 members + 1 guest present, apologies : David Guy, Steve Cooper & Neil Calpin
SB: NGS 50th Anniversary in 2017, possibly an event at the Great Central railway– details to follow
AC: problems with insurance, in that all items stored upstairs are only insured when the building is locked up and
the shutters down. Please ‘hide’ any expensive items behind layout boards etc when putting all away at the end
of a meeting. Whilst the hall is multi-use, this is the best we can do
DM –usual articles please
The DCC meeting is still on, despite some members being away at the NMRA modular weekend at Kegworth/
Next meeting on April 30th
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A Passenger Depot for Cedar Falls
It is a tenet of Model Railway lore that, like the grass hopper at the feet of the master, the student modeler should study hard, to learn the intricate ways of the planning process. Thus will lie modeling nirvana
and the wisdom of true modeling bliss.

US posters help turn a UK station building into the Cedar Falls Depot.
I don’t know if this is true or not, but I do know, that when it came the design of Cedar Falls, I was keen
to get on with it, rather than spend too much time studying the possibilities. My reason for this were the
circumstances that had led to my re-build decision. I had just been made redundant, so I now had time
on my hands. However, I was keen to get back in work ASAP, so much of my time would be taken up
with applications. I was keen not to spend lots of money on the project, as at a time of unemployment, it
just felt wrong. I wanted to facilitate my Japanese models within the layout. All three decisions impacted
on the final form of Cedar Falls Passenger Depot.
Time, pushed my decision to go for a simple linear double track, with hidden passing loops. No flyovers,
inclines or complex track work. Just a nice oval with a spur track, leading to an industrial area, laid
straight on the wood. The passenger depot, would accommodate the passenger fleet I intended operate, which, at the time was two Amtrak trains and two Japanese outline models. As you can see, the
resulting depot design provided a run round facility and two train sidings, plus a spur line linking to the
inner passing loop of the double track main line.

Having only one through track,
can limit depot flexibility
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I spent a week laying the track, wiring the points and testing the finished work. But when I put the trains on
the track, it just was not right. The trains worked, fine, but I just kept coming back to the fact that these two
Japanese trains, looked out of place among the Amtrak, Union Pacific’s etc. I knew there were slight scale
differences, Japanese outline are built to 1:150 and USA outline to 1:160; but it was more the culture they
exuded. The Japanese trains spoke of ordered modernity, rather than the expansive, rough and ready language of the USA rolling stock. So the Japanese trains, along with their two carriage sidings, were removed from the equation. Resolution – Cedar Falls is now an all American railroad.
Happy with the track work, I now moved forward to the Depot scenic work. I never plan this stuff, as such,
rather just have a vision in my head of what I want to achieve and then go for it. In this case, I knew I
wanted a low density holiday community, notionally located in the Pacific North West. To create this

look, I had plenty of trees, a German Alpine style hotel, a Mc Donald’s and some rather nice UK
outline buildings, bought from the N gauge shop.

Its America – so the
big Mac has to be
represented

I laid down a floor of foam board, to create a nice smooth and level Depot area. I then used off
cuts of foam board to create the Depot Road bridge, over the main line and the background hills
that help frame the Depot area. Add some cheap plaster, paint and scatter (from stock) and bingo the Depot area community was born. I found that with the addition of miniature US posters for
Amtrak, Coffee, Beer and Holidays etc., even the two UK outline buildings blended in as a depot
parade of shops and depot buildings. Add in road markings, street lights, fences, vehicles and
people (from stock), and I was very pleased with the results.
Working from the Cable Car ride to the bridge, took me about a month’s pottering, between job
applications, house work and dog walks. This was May/June, so the weather was warm, and I
could leave the door open and sit watching the trains, from my garden bench, between scenic
bursts. Now that was nirvana.
Looking at it now, I’m very aware it can be improved in all areas. For example, I should have created the depot track plan, as a series of loops of the main line. However, none of these quibbles
bother me to the point that I’m going to do anything about it. No, it works well and gives me great
pleasure and until I have the luxury of retirement, it will carry on giving me great pleasure.
Now to do something for those Japanese trains, at little cost of course!
RH
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The conductor’s shouts of “All Aboard”, are almost drowned, by the noise of a passing manifest freight.
NMRA Spring Meet Kegworth
We were invited again to take some FREEMO modules down to Kegworth to join in the Black Diamonds and Snake
Bend (Worcester) groups in a large modular setup for the weekend of April 16th/17th. Sandy and I went down bright
and early on the Saturday morning and arrived at 8.30 hoping we weren’t too late. We didn’t get setup up until about
3 hours later, as the corner boards had gone missing, so we all had to sit around until they finally arrived. Unfortunately, it meant we had to look round all the trade stands, and our wallets took a bit of a hammering!! (lots of bargains again from Anoraks Anonymous (sorry Mark I got another really cheap set of Triple Crown Roadrailers!!), and
lots of new from N Scale American Trains, and Mech Models -[ a new company with a shop in Burton-on-Trent, lots
of stock but expensive!
For those who have been before, we were setup in the old hall, but there is now a new hall (ON30, HO & trade) plus
committee room (trade). The layout was only about half the size of that at Weston-on-Trent last year, but still a scale
3 miles long which took about 20 minutes to go round—with a clear run, and that was not very often! As well as
plain and scenic modules, there were 2 4-track endloops (for really long trains) and a 16ft long 19 road fiddle yard;
so loads of storage space! These can be seen on the plan below—we were the ‘thin’ pieces on the top left.
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To give some idea of size the whole setup was about 40ft long and 20ft wide. Several of the modules I’ve seen before, but
there were a couple of newer ones with photos below:

This was and 8ft x 2ft module with
a nicely done farm scene

At one end it incorporated a caboose museum, again
a different ides

This was a simple single track module
on 2 boards about 7ft long and 12” wide.
Just a track passing through a suburban
residential area using ready built buildings from Atlas, Kato etc.
This is the sort of board we were hoping
other members would build when we
first floated the idea of a Freemo setup.
It doesn’t have to have fancy trackwork,
it can just be a single track on a small
board, running through a bit of scenery!
So if anyone fancies building one please
do!!
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View of the new hall with an HO setup on the left, and a long ON30 Freemo layout on the right

As always we were made to feel very welcome, and we had a thoroughly enjoyable 2 days.

DM

N Scale Laser building review
As mentioned in the news section, a company called N scale laser were at Kegworth with their small (but expanding) range of laser cut buildings. I bought a small Yard Office which will form part of the buildings on m,y
Pipeline layout. It comes as a single sheet with all the parts attached (forgot to take a picture!), and I sprayed it
with Halfords grey primer on both sides before separating the parts. It went together very easily using wood
glue. There is a sheet of clear acetate to attach for the glazing. I brush painted it in a light grey colour to finish
off. It still needs some weathering, especially the roof, and I shall also add details like drainpipes, and a rooftop
a/c unit
It measures 2.75” x 1.5”, and is a nice simple kit, for anyone who wants to try out laser cut kits. I paid £6.00, but
that was a show price, so may be a bit more…
DM
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